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I didn't expect to be reviewing a vinyl blues release in 2008. There is still a
small, specialist vinyl market but Banksville Records have also included a CD
in the same package to cover all the bases. They provide a lot of information
about the audiophile process they have gone through - all analogue - and
even the CD version is based on the vinyl's analogue mix "without any kind of
post production", they say. Though I still have a lot of old vinyl, it rarely gets
played. Since my Thorens turntable went with my first marriage, a long time
ago, I only have a cheap turntable for digitising obscure records that never
made it to CD re-issue. So audiophile enthusiasts take note - this review is
about the music, not the audio or the vinyl. The CD's sound quality, though,
is good; just as you would expect.
The vinyl plus CD package is not the only unusual feature of this release. It's
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predominantly an Italian production, but some of the recording was done in
London and then mastered in Italy. It features Paolo Baltaro, Gianni Opezzo,
Boris Savoldelli, Sandro Marinoni plus guests. Baltaro, incidentally is the
writer/arranger, plays drums bass and keyboards, and shares vocals on most
songs. A further oddity is London DJ, Roger "the Bodger" Balfour, who
introduces most tracks with a little rap about customers in an imaginary bar,
regularly using the band's name 'Mhmm' as assort of branding exercise and
generating a 'concept' feel to the whole project.
Well - after this long, technical introduction - what does it sound like? It's
solidly in a blues-rock zone and broadly has a mix of blues rock with USA
style horn arrangements. Opezzo's guitar work is strong and fluid. Salvodelli
takes the main vocal duties. Both he and Baltaro sing very effectively in
English - like natives, in fact - and though I've never, sadly heard of either,
their virtuosity suggests they have many years of band experience between
them.
There are only eight tracks on this album, coming out at about 40 minutes.
The songs range from a heavy sounding " I Don't Mind" to an Alvin Lee
sounding slow blues, "When The Blues Is Falling Down" (with lyrics from a
Talentino novel, apparently). "The Bridge" is more moody and with
uncredited harmonica. "Because I'm Down" is an uptempo romp that could
be AC/DC in blues mode plus brass! The acoustic track is Joni Mitchell's
"Woodstock", featuring also flute, backing vocals and slide guitar and
captures the feel of 1970 well. "If Mary Had A Face" is also borrowed from a
novel and is a minor key slow blues. "Goodnight Paris" isn't a blues but is an
excellent song - worthy of radio play on rock format stations.
After a couple of listenings, Rodger "the Bodger" Balfour's track introductions
became a bit wearing and I would have liked to be able to just skip them
instead of having to fast forward. They didn't work for me. But overall - it's a
good album of blues-rock. If hard rock is more your bag, you'll find this blues
set will work for you, too - and if you're a blues/hard rock/vinyl freak - this
will be a must have!
www.banksvillerecords.com
17/08/2008
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You have the option of customizing which notifications, alerts or calls you wish to have go through when the Do Not Disturb option is
selected. The function can also be programmed to turn on and off automatically at scheduled intervals. Discover more about Galaxy for
yourself. Do Not Disturb: Created by Abraham Higginbotham. With Niecy Nash, Jerry O'Connell, Brando Eaton, Aaron Jay Kenny.
Behind the scenes at a hotel with a kooky staff of managers.Â Is Do Not Disturb (2008) known by a different name in Canada in
English? If yes, what is it known as? Answer. With Do Not Disturb, you can silence calls, alerts, and notifications that you get while your
device is locked. You can also schedule Do Not Disturb and allow calls from certain people. Turn Do Not Disturb on or off. When Do Not
Disturb is on, there's a crescent moon icon in the status bar. There are two ways to turn Do Not Disturb on or off: Go to Settings > Do
Not Disturb to turn on Do Not Disturb manually or set a schedule. Open Control Center on your iPhone or iPod touch, or on your iPad.
Do Not Disturb (DND) is a great feature for blocking out digital distractions when necessary, especially if you donâ€™t want to turn off
your phone. Do Not Disturb will mute incoming calls, texts, as well as app notifications. Need to execute a task that requires deep focus?
Or perhaps you need some alone time and donâ€™t want to be bothered by calls or texts? Do Not Disturb can be your white knight.
Conversely, Do Not Disturb can also be a pain, particularly when it fails to work. You can use the Do Not Disturb feature on your iPhone
whenever you want to silence any calls, texts, or other notifications. Here's how to use it.Â You can enable Do Not Disturb on your
iPhone in a several ways. Shutterstock. You can use the Do Not Disturb feature on your iPhone whenever you want to block any calls,
texts, or other notifications from making your phone ring. The notifications and alerts will still be stored on your phone, and you can
check them at any time, but your iPhone won't light up or ring.

